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Bulletin Number: YATB2015-010-M SD60 Sail drive shift delay 

Dear valued Yanmar Marine Distributors and Dealers, 
Effective Date: July, 8, 2015  

EFFECTED MODEL(S): SD60 Saildrive 

SUBJECT: SD60 Saildrive shift delay 

Notice             

Condition 

Yanmar wishes to inform to all Yanmar Distributors and Dealers that we have received reports from the market 
that some SD60 saildrives could experience a delay in shifting. 

The phenomena of shift delay is when full engagement of drive is more than 2 seconds after control 
head lever is moved to forward or reverse position. To find the cause, Yanmar performed extensive 
testing on new drives as well as existing drives that had experienced a shift delay. Through the tests 
performed Yanmar was able to determine that to prevent a shift delay the shift remote control cable 
must be adjusted exactly according to the below adjustment specification. 

At Yanmar America Corporation, we are committed to building high quality and a community of satisfied 
customers. We sincerely announce this bulletin for the below models  

Ref # YMTQTB15-012 

Adjustment Instructions 
Adjustment instruction: 
 Make certain that remote control cable is easily movable. 
 Lever travel of gear shift lever  

(O - A = O – B) must be 35mm (1.3/8 in.) for outer pivot point and 30mm (1.3/16 in.) for 
inner pivot point. (See figure 1.) 

Gear shift lever position:  
In neutral position perpendicular to control cable. Gear shift lever can be fixed in any position 
by means of clamping screw. Minimum distance between gear shift lever and cover 0.5mm 
(0.02 in.). Regular checks are required to ensure the strict observance of item 1 and 2 above. 
(See Figure 1.) 

The gear shift remote control cable adjustment specification can also be found in the Marine 
Installation Manual- Volume 2, page 29. As well as the Operation Manual page 18. 
   (continued) 
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Adjustment Instructions (cont.) 
When the pivot joint on gear shift lever is 90deg rotated including the bracket. (See Figure 2) , the 
pivot joint is interfering with the upper gear housing mounting stud bolt nut in the forward 
position. (See Photo 1.) 

The countermeasure is to put a 6mm plain washer with 1.6mm thickness between the cotter pin 
and existing plain washer. (See Photo 2.) 

Once a shift delay has repeatedly occurred, above actions do not have affect. In this case the 
clutch pack of the drive may need to be replaced, but the above mentioned actions are required 
when clutch pack is replaced. 

  
Repeated attention to maneuver the boat with Saildrive and marine gear: 
  

The shifting between ahead and astern must be done at engine idle speed. Shifting at higher 
speeds will damage the drive or reverse gear. 
  
From Forward to Reverse operation: 
Reduce engine speed to idling and, if possible, let the boat lose the most of its speed. 
Move the control head lever quickly and firmly into neutral position. 
Move the control head lever quickly and firmly into astern, then increase the engine speed. 
  
Never move from forward to astern and vice versa the control head lever without a pause of 2 
seconds in neutral position.  Failure to following these instructions could lead to a premature 
failure that may not be covered under the  Yanmar Standard 2 year Limited Warranty. 
Without a pause is only allowed in emergency situations. 

  
Repeated attention of control head lever position when sailing and engine turned off: 

The control head lever should be in reverse position if a folding or feathering propeller is used.  
The control head lever should be in neutral position or reverse position if a fixed propeller is used. 

  
Never put control head lever in forward position when sailing and engine turned off. Doing so may lead 
to a premature failure that may not be covered under the  Yanmar Standard 2 year Limited Warranty 
 

Sincerely yours, 
Rickey Walker 
Service Manager, Customer Support Department 
Yanmar America Corporation  
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Fig.1 Fig.2 

Photo 1 
 Pivot joint interference & single washer on top 

 Photo 2 
Additional washer on top 
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